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STRATIS IoT is the leading IoT platform for Smart Apartments and 
Intelligent Buildings, and maximizes efficiency, user-friendliness, 
security, and return on investment.

CoFounders Felicite Moorman (CEO) and Ryan Buchert (CTO) built the 
software to answer the complex challenges in wireless access, energy, and 
automation management and control for Multifamily and Student Housing. 
Since its launch, STRATIS has been installed in 350,000 units across the U.S. 
and 30,000 units internationally. 

STRATIS is a spinout of BuLogics, Inc, which designs, builds, and certifies 
wireless devices and solutions for the Internet of Things.

STRATIS’ powerful branding is crucial especially as the company is quickly 
scaling and increasing touchpoints of communication. To remain consistent 
across all channels and remain true to the company’s voice, this guide serves 
to explain how to shape STRATIS’ digital, visual, and written communication. 
This is a living document as STRATIS continues to grow.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1umiAuqZljhhDjac_ut9u9hv6MCfc5wLF/view?usp=sharing
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mission & values.

VALUES MISSION

VISION

CUSTOMERS

Make Art

Be a Linchpin

Give a Damn

Win 

To dominate the global commercial 
residential automation market via 
strategic partnerships, groundbreaking 
technology, cost-awesome pricing, and 
fast-paced innovation.

To bring energy management and          
        security automation to the masses.

• Core target audience: number one buyer is Portfolio Owner or Portfolio 
Manager (ex. Greystar, Mill Creek, and Prometheus)
• Direct sales component: 8 sales reps
• Multifamily is a fragmented market 
• Primarily Class A buildings
• Maintaining focus in Multifamily, small to medium commercial, hospitality, 
student housing, and innovative agriculture

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rPfyT_XOxd6usGcC21pBDON9QyjkrbpV/view?usp=sharing


WRITING STYLE
Guidelines for writing that convey STRATIS’ tone and voice

The following elements form the content branding identity of STRATIS. Please refer 
to each section to appropriately apply consistent branding across all channels. 

EDITORIAL STYLE
Rules for producing and editing copy that ensure consistency

BRANDING GUIDELINES
Logos, fonts, colors and icons

SOCIAL MEDIA
Best practices for communicating across social media platforms

PHOTOGRAPHY
Selecting appropriate photos and coverphotos for your collateral

CONTENT  
      OVERVIEW

MOBILE APP 2.0
Branding with the new Mobile App 2.0

ASSET LINKS
Links will take you to a google drive full of STRATIS assets



STRATIS copy is conversational, educational, and concise. Our writing conveys 
STRATIS’ commitment to innovation, mentorship, and learning/teaching as each 
employee is part of a team that creates linchpins, mentors, and experts in their field.

WRITING  
        STYLE

TONE
•   Collaborative
•   Approachable
•   Active
•   Knowledgeable
•   Enthusiastic

BEST PRACTICES
• Be concise - Clearly communicate the message in as few words 
• Be positive without being overwhelming - Use exclamation points sparingly
• Be smart - As marketing expands audience engagement efforts, make sure all 
social media action items (ex. “see the STRATIS platform in action with a demo 
today!”) have UTM tracking links

As STRATIS is a leader in the (Multifamily) IoT space, the copy shares the company’s 
expertise on complex issues around technology in general, IoT, security, and 
Multifamily innovations. 

AUDIENCE
•   Property Owners, Property Developers
•   Consultants
•   Property Managers
•   Residents
•   IoT Enthusiasts
•   (Potential) Job Applicants
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The blog’s purpose is to communicate easy-to-read information around IoT, Smart 
Apartments, Intelligent Buildings, and STRATIS’ offerings/competitive differentiators. 
Each blog is typically 200-300 words. Include one relevant photo from Adobe Stock  at 
the beginning of each post (include descriptive text). Break up paragraphs as much as 
possible for an easier reading/skimming experience. 

WRITING  
        STYLE

BLOG

Each email list represents a different audience, such as Property Managers, SCPs, etc. 
Very little attention is given to emails (likely competing with a packed inbox!), so brevity 
and value-adding are absolutely crucial.  

EMAIL

The purpose of press releases is to communicate STRATIS milestones (such as new 
partnerships, unit count records, etc) to a large audience (potential audience of 20-30 
million). Use active voice.

Each press release is about 300-500 words. There are typically 1-2 Felicite quotes 
per press release. The tone is generally enthusiastic, optimistic, proud of and 
grateful for STRATIS team. Below is the correct formatting for the title, subtitle, and 
introduction paragraph. 

----------------------------
Title

Subtitle

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. -Month, 00th, 2019- Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, eam cu quod esse luptatum. 
Audire iudicabit democritum ius an, ne eum etiam fabulas volutpat, ne duo verterem singulis 
salutandi. Ad timeam phaedrum vis. Legere putent delectus ad sea.
----------------------------

PRESS RELEASES
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WRITING  
        STYLE

Release notes are sent out to Property Managers to keep them up-to-date on feature 
updates for themselves as well as their Residents. Release notes can include partnership 
updates in the context of new features. Below is the correct formatting.
--------------------
Introduction paragraph (1-3 sentences), enthusiastic tone

Management or Mobile App (vx.x)
Feature category
Short description
[include screenshot or relevant device photo, include descriptive text]

--------------------

RELEASE NOTES

In press releases and business writing, use only in the first instance. In all other 
instances afterwards, use without the symbol. 

The 2 terms that are now trademarked (as of January 2020) are STRATIS® and 
Sidewalk to Sofa®.

TRADEMARKS
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EDITORIAL  
              STYLE

Consistent writing is critical to sending a unified message. Even small discrepancies can cause distrust 
and confusion for our audience. Follow these guidelines to eliminate inconsistent messaging. 

Bluetooth 
Shortening Bluetooth low energy to 
BTLE is acceptable. 

CoFounder
Felicite generally does not like hyphens 
as she sees them as sloppy.

Multifamily
The industry has various iterations of 
multifamily. Previously STRATIS has used 
MultiFamily, which are now outdated.

Property Developer
Capitalize all first letters of STRATIS 
customer roles. 

Property Owner
Capitalize all first letters of STRATIS 
customer roles. 

Property Manager 
Capitalize all first letters of STRATIS 
customer roles. 

Resident
Capitalize all first letters of STRATIS 
customer roles. 

Sidewalk to Sofa® 
The industry has various iterations of multifamily. 
Previously STRATIS has used MultiFamily and 
Multifamily, which is now outdated. Can be referred to 
as Sidewalk to Sofa®Solution. 

STRATIS IoT
For press releases and other formal instances, use 
STRATIS IoT on first reference and STRATIS for 
subsequent references. For websites and social media, 
STRATIS is acceptable for first reference. With graphics, 
the IoT is bolded when written as STRATIS IoT. 

Older branding reflects StratIS, which is outdated. 

WiFi 
This industry has various iterations of WiFi. Capitalize W 
and F with no hyphens (refer to note under CoFounder). 

Zigbee
This industry has various iterations of Zigbee. The 
Zigbee Alliance, which STRATIS is a member of, uses 
Zigbee.

Z-Wave
This industry has various iterations of Z-Wave. The 
Z-Wave Alliance, which STRATIS is a member of, uses 
Z-Wave.
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STRATIS is the ONLY Sidewalk to Sofa® solution in the Multifamily Industry. With a startup like 
culture, STRATIS has built a reputation of a lively, fun, colorful, yet luxurious company. Sticking to 
these guidelines will help keep STRATIS’ brand consistent across all medias. 

LOGOS

Blue or White die-cut STRATIS logos 
are the most used among collaterals. 
Please make sure the Registered 
Trademark symbol (®) is attached.

The circle logo is used for profile 
pictures and stickers. Although 
the circle is a recognizable 
symbol, it is rarely used. 

BRANDING  
              GUIDELINES

Blue or White die-cut  SCP STRATIS 
logos are the most used among SCP 
collaterals and swag.

fueled by

fueled by
®

STRATIS has partnered with many 
companies and sometimes needs to co-
brand materials. “fueled by STRATIS” is 
the official logo when doing this.
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FONTS

HEADER 1 - 26 PTS
HEADER 2 - 20 PTS
HEADER 3 - 16 PTS
HEADER 4 - 14 PTS

Paragraph information 14 PTS
Paragraph information 12 PTS

Paragraph information 10 PTS

LATO -  MEDIUM | SEMIBOLD | HEAVY 

A B C D E F G H I 
J K L M N O P Q 
R S T U V W X Y Z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

LATO HEAVY

A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

LATO MEDIUM

BRANDING  
              GUIDELINES

DOLCE VITA

stratis A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W 
X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

DOLCE VITA REGULAR

Used for main logo and business cards ONLY

“TIS” HAS A VA OF 60 
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PRIMARY COLORS

#2E93CE
R46 G147 B206 

#83A2BA
R131 G162 B186

#FF8B17
R255 G139 B23 

#0094FE
R0 G148 B254 

SECONDARY COLORS IN-APP COLORS

#46A7DE
R0 G173 B254 

#7F7F7F
R127 G127 B127 

#F7F7F7
R247 G247 B247 

#76BD1D
R118 G189 B29 

#9A06C3 
R135 G147 B153 

#2E93CE
R46 G147 B206 
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ICONS

Icons can be used for presentations, materials, videos, and graphics. The graphic above is an example 
of how icons can be used correctly on an image. Use a circle behind the icon to give it emphasis.  
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PHOTOGRAPHY
STRATIS has used illustrations heavily in older materials. It is safe to assume that materials with 
illustrations are outdated. These images are being replaced with high-quality luxurious lifestyle 
pictures of the Mobile App, a property, or relevant Adobe Stock Photo.
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COVER PHOTOS
There are 2 variations of cover photos that will be used in sales and marketing materials.
Device specific materials may not apply. For multiple page documents include cover 
photo only on the first page.

Used for Resident facing materials 
such as walkthroughs, feature 
updates, emails, surveys, and more.

RESIDENT FACING

Used for cutsheets and sales materials. 
There are many variations of this cover 
photo; each highlighting a different icon. 
This allows STRATIS to stay consistent, 
yet different in a simple way. Just add the 
white STRATI logo, a title, and a blurb to 
complete your header.

CUTSHEETS

Sales@STRATISIoT.com | www.STRATISIoT.com ®

Don’t forget the footer!
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MOBILE 2.0
It is important to follow this guide to keep 
consistency with Mobile 2.0. When taking 
screenshots, make sure...

1. Your phone is charged

2. Default scenes are showing

3. Lock is within range

4. Thermostat is set for energy efficiency
(Set to 70 degrees and heat mode, never auto)

5. Devices with slider is correct
(Incorrect: dimmed to 0% and set to on)

6. The app is in “Light Mode”

2.0 APP ICON
Icon is typically used in 2.0 Resident materials, promo videos, and in the QR Code.

Start controlling your Smart Apartment by 
scanning the QR code with your phone.

Start controlling your Smart Apartment by 
scanning the QR code with your phone. 

welcome home.

STRATIS Mobile App 2.0
STRATIS 2.0 Mobile App

Stacked Vertical
Used in marketing materials, social 
graphics, videos and promo materials 

Horizontal Layout
Used in marketing and sales 
cutsheets materials.  

WH Tagline
The “welcome home.” tagline is 
used for anything resident facing. 
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BUILDING A CUTSHEET OR DOCUMENT
Please follow these guidelines when building/customizing a document. All customization 
for properties must utilize this layout unless notified otherwise. Customization is not 
restricted to STRATIS’ color scheme. 

Add Cover Photo

Add Logo & Title

Add Subtitle

Add 2 Blurbs

Add screenshots 
and bullet point 
descriptions

Add hardware 
or other relevant 
high quality pics 

Last Minute 
Shout Outs

Don’t Forget the Footer

NOTE: when adding a screenshot without placing it on 
the phone be sure to add a drop shadow. Preferably 
(Opacity = 15%, Distance = .0625)  
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SOCIAL  
      MEDIA

STRATIS’ social media engages followers through educating them about STRATIS, 
Multifamily trends, IoT, and related topics. Each platform serves a different purpose while 
staying true to a consistent voice. 

• Be concise - Clearly communicate the message in as few words 
• Be positive without being overwhelming - Use exclamation points sparingly
• Be smart - As marketing expands audience engagement efforts, make sure all social media action 
items (ex. “see the STRATIS platform in action with a demo today!”) have UTM tracking links

BEST PRACTICES

RELEVANT HASHTAGS

#SmartApartments

#IntelligentBuildings

#FacilitiesIoT

#Multifamily

#SmartCities

#PropTech

#StudentHousing

#SeniorLiving

#PropertyManager

#Resident

#SmartHome

#Hospitality

#STRATISfied
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SOCIAL  
      MEDIA

STRATIS’ Facebook page allows followers to learn more information about multifamily, IoT, and what 
the company has to offer. Followers can learn more about recent trends in IoT and Multifamily, events, 
as well as how STRATIS’ offerings are the leading provider in IoT for Smart Apartments and Intelligent 
Buildings. The page also provides links to articles about recent trends, events, and webinar links. 

FACEBOOK
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SOCIAL  
      MEDIA

The page provides followers with a direct visual of what STRATIS’ IoT platform has to offer. The use of 
colorful images promote STRATIS’ brand all while informing the viewers on how the platform’s 
software works. The Instagram page also shows what the team at STRATIS has been doing. Followers 
can see pictures that display news of previous and/or future events, accomplishments achieved, as 
well as the latest “swag” at STRATIS. 

INSTAGRAM
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SOCIAL  
      MEDIA

STRATIS uses LinkedIn’s platform in order to let the network know about upcoming events as well as 
recent accomplishments. People who connect with STRATIS can see where the team is heading for 
events well as how the company is growing and achieving new accomplishments. 
Internet of Things 4 Multifamily Executives (IoT4MFE)  is a group that is run by the CEO of STRATIS, 
Felicite Moorman. It provides all the members of the group to news about the latest trends and 
products in IoT that are applicable to MultiFamily and Student Housing.  

LINKEDIN
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SOCIAL  
      MEDIA

STRATIS’ tweets inform followers on Multifamily trends, future events, and new happenings within 
the company through a quick and easy style. Each tweet contains minimal words however convey the 
overall mission of STRATIS. Followers are also given access to links for various articles, event pages, 
and other topics related to STRATIS and IoT. 

TWITTER
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ASSET LINKS
Diecut Logos

LOGOS

Circle Logos

fueled by logos

SCP Logos

welcome home logos

ICONS

Blue

Dark Gray

White

Lato

FONTS

Dolce Vita

Resident

COVER PHOTOS

Cutsheet Photo

Mobile App Lifestyle

PHOTOGRAPHY

Adobe Stock Photos

Mobile 2.0 Screen Shots

Mobile 2.0 Icon

Press Releases

MENTIONS

Blogs & Articles

Awards

What is STRATIS Presentation

RESOURCES

Case Studies

Online Press Kit
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3721 Midvale Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19129

STRATISIOT.com

sales@stratisiot.com

@stratisiot

844-STRATIS (787-2847)

https://twitter.com/stratisiot
https://www.instagram.com/stratisiot/
https://www.facebook.com/STRATISIoT/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stratis-iot/

